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Vacant and unfulfilled, an old
neighbourhood and empty streets
at night offer joy to a group of
skateboarders
The skaters’ conquest
of Margaret Drive
PAGE 1
Journey with them
through the cityscape
PAGE 4
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THE PLAYGROUND: This
outdoor void deck at
Margaret Drive is not only
frequented by teenage
skateboarders, it is also a
training ground for young
children who are sent here
by their parents.

ITH neighbouring apartments ascending more than 30 storeys,
block 6C of Margaret Drive is but a dwarf. It rises to only 16
storeys and the paint on its walls crumbles off like dead skin,
revealing cracked lines as wrinkles.
Built in 1969, it has seen more glorious days as part of
Singapore’s first public housing model scheme constructed by
the Housing and Development Board (HDB). Now, unchanged
for 40 years, the block stands quietly forlorn.
But take a closer look. A bunch of 15 teenagers has
gathered at the outdoor void deck, attempting stunts with
their skateboards. “This is our ground,” skateboarder Raynie
Mokhtar establishes even before he introduces himself.
Skateboarding obstacles – consisting of a rail, ramp and
some wooden boxes – transform this void deck into a caravan
of youth. They are glossed with layers of graffiti spray-painted
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over the years, invigorating the block from
its aged facade.
“This is like home, we can even get
naked here,” says 21-year-old Mokhtar.
The transformation of this landscape,
now dominated by skateboarding activities,
did not happen by chance. Back in the
1980s, Margaret Drive began losing its
lustre when many residents moved to
newer HDB flats that doubled in space and
facilities.
It was not a time for nostalgia in the
eyes of labourer-turned-businessman Eddie
Goh who, in 1988, took advantage of the
cheap rent to open Go Sports, a shop that
sells skateboarding and extreme sports
products.
“These days, where else can you rent a
shop at $1,200 a month?” he asks.
The trump card for Eddie was the
outdoor void deck space beyond his
shopfront – a barren plot half the size of
a basketball court. The 54-year-old had a
wild thought of revitalising it into a skate
park.
“During the Japanese occupation,
when people wanted to conquer an area,
they bordered it and it became theirs,” he
laughs and points at the ringers he had put
around the area. “That was what I tried to
do here.”

Eddie’s territorial gain is the
residents’ loss. After all, void decks are
planned for communal use, such as for
weddings and funerals, senior citizens’
corners and child care centres. This
also means that they are usually open
and minimalistic in design.
Yet this layout becomes a problem,
says cultural analyst Robbie Goh from
the National University of Singapore.
The author of Contours of Culture, a
book that explores the country’s built
environment, notes that while the
design of void decks are kept simple to
accommodate the diverse racial and
social activities, this spacious and freefor-all nature eventually invites other
uses that are not always wanted.
When the skate park first took
flight, complaints of noise and safety
concerns followed. Shamsul Rizal, 30,
recalls that five years ago, the police
were constantly patrolling the area,
noting down the skateboarders’ names
and checking if they had previously
commited any juvenile crimes. “They
would also confiscate our skateboards,”
he says.
On the estates’ walls, ‘No
Rollerblading’ signs hang as reminders.
But the skateboarders see it as a joke.

REVIVAL:
Skateboarders
practising at the
Margaret Drive void
deck bring the nowdeserted estate to
life.
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OUR PLAYGROUND:
(LEFT) Skateboarder
Lee De Ming chats
with Eddie Goh, whom
he looks up to as a
guardian, outside Go
Sports Skate Shop.
(RIGHT) The skate
park’s obstacles are
all mobile, allowing
the void deck to be
cleared for other
uses.

“We’re not rollerblading what!” one says.
“The notion of skateboarding as the
domain of rebellious slacker youths is
reinforced by movies, short films and
video bloopers,” says Prof Goh. It’s a
problem everywhere in the world, and
this perception of skateboarders means
that they are often not welcomed in public
spaces.
Eddie thought otherwise. The shop
owner met up with the neighbourhood’s
police and the principal of nearby
Queenstown Secondary School to explain
that the skateboarders weren’t doing
anything illegal.
To the skateboarders, he said, “You
don’t take over people’s space and be high
and mighty about it, It doesn’t work that
way.”
Back at Margaret Drive, he translated
the complaints into rules, plastering A4
posters on the walls of his shop with
printed text that read:
NO SKATING AFTER 6PM
NO PLAYING WITH FIRE AND
SPARKLERS
NO BREAKING OF GLASS BOTTLES
Besides these rules, skateboarding
obstacles remain mobile and removable in
case others need to use the space. “At the
end of the day, I tell the skaters that it’s
their privilege to skate here and every right
of the residents to stop them,” says Eddie.
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“You don’t take
over people’s
space and be high
and mighty about
it. It doesn’t work
that way.”
EDDIE GOH, 54,
Go Sports Skate Shop owner

It took a good 20 years, but many
who live at Margaret Drive now
recognise the skateboarders activity as a
sport, rather than an act of rebellion.
“They used to be all over the place
so it was hard for other shopkeepers
to transport their goods,” says Chua,
the boss of a frame-making stall. “But
they’ve managed to keep to a boundary
so that has not happened anymore,” he
adds.
Prof Goh terms the skateboarders
and Eddie as “bricoleurs” or do-ityourself people. “A bricoleur doesn’t
expect the system to change or cater
to his needs. Rather, he’s someone
who finds a way through or around the
existing system,” he explains.
And such bottom-up initiatives allow
spaces to cope with the varying needs of
people, says urban planning expert Ooi
Giok Ling, author of Future of Space
that examines urban planning policies
in Singapore.
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The researcher sees block 6C as an
example of how “central planning cannot
always provide for the diverse needs of
every resident, so decentralised planning
within neighbourhoods is essential.”
Today, the police have grown
accustomed to the skaterboarders’
presence. “It’s okay to skate in the vicinity,
as long as they don’t cause disturbance,
hit the glass of shops, harm pedestrians
or violate any laws,” says a representative
from the Queenstown Neighbourhood
Police Centre. The Tanjong Pagar Town
Council, which manages the void deck
space at Margaret Drive, confirms that
there have been no recent complaints from
residents regarding nuisance caused by the
skateboarders.
The liveliness of the area has even
attracted the attention of parents. Theresa
Soikkeli, a mother of two, discovered the
skating ground two years ago and saw it as
“a very good idea, very naturally-evolved
and not man-made”. She now sends her
sons Nicholas, 10, and Alex, seven, to
Margaret Drive for weekly skateboarding
lessons.
With the estate slated for redevelopment
in 2010, half of block 6C’s residents have
moved out and the youths are now like
“security guards” for the estate, says Eddie.
“Otherwise this place would be dangerously
empty. Without the kids, it’s a ghost town.”
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WE RULE THE STREETS: The boys take to the streets at night, travelling around the
city in search of new playgrounds.

S THE clock strikes 6PM and residents
retire to their homes for a good night’s rest,
a regular group of skaters who practise at
the estate of Margaret Drive has just started
its day.
They meet to take to the streets, led
by their ‘boss’ Lee De Ming, or King Ming,
as they have nicknamed him. It’s Friday
and some 20 of them are ready for a good
workout, each with an extra t-shirt to last
him through the night, or theoretically,
morning.
Except, “we don’t know where we’re
going next,” the 22-year-old lets out.
His uncertainty articulates the thrill
that different spaces offer street skaters.
“It’s like a treasure hunt,” says Terence
Koh, 21. “We roam around and the
excitement comes in discovering a new
spot.” Skateboarders thrive on the ebbs
and flows of the city architecture – the
more varied, the better.
As they glide through Bugis in search of
a new obstacle, they spy a metal manhole.
One after another, they try a trick of
flipping over it with the skateboard stuck
to their feet. If they hit the metal midway,
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“To be able to move
through a space requires
understanding it, instead of
travelling passively.”
PROF ROBBIE GOH, cultural analyst

they haven’t conquered it.
The skaters’ hunt for obstacles reveals
a different approach of looking at the city.
“Motion requires mapping,” says Professor
Robbie Goh, author of Contours of Culture,
a book that looks at the reinterpretation of
urban environments. “To be able to move
through a space requires understanding it,
instead of travelling passively.”
With this ability to appropriate the
elements of the outdoors in new ways,
skaters read the city as text, “looking at the
city as a composition, as a story,” Prof Goh
adds.
But zipping speedily through walkways
and grinding wheels against marble
introduce anarchy to the streets, damaging
property along the way. Like uncontrolled
road traffic replicated onto pavements,
skateboards – instead of cars – become a
vehicle for danger.
Not surprising then, that the authorities
have been paying attention. Since 2002,
Singapore has built five skate parks to reenact the best scenes from the concrete
urban milieu, catering to the sport’s
increasing popularity.
“These parks give youths a proper space
to do the sport,” says Keith Jhee from the
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Extreme Adventure Sports division in
the Singapore Sports Council. “It’s also
a way of channeling them into a healthy
lifestyle, away from negative behaviour.”
But street skaters still crave for the
casual movements from place to place.
“What you can find in the park, you can
find in the streets, but what you can
find in the streets, you can’t find in a
park,” King Ming explains.
It is why they only take to the
streets at night. In these hours of
darkness, with only the life of traffic
lights, an occasional car or a pedestrian,
we would read the empty roads as being
just that – empty roads – but skaters
see them as an oceanic canvas of
possibilities, and quite literally so.
This is because skateboarding has
its roots in the Californian surfers of
the 1950s, who wanted to recreate the
feeling they got out of a wave onto the
urban jungle – so they attached wheels
to wooden boards. When a skater
conquers a smooth transition on a ramp
in a single sweeping move, it is just the
feeling a surfer gets as he carves across
the face of an ocean wave.
And riding the concrete waves is
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CONCRETE
OCEAN: With a
skateboarder’s
imagination,
the city’s varied
architecture
transform into
obstacles waiting to
be conquered.
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just what King Ming and his skaters have
been doing for the past four hours. At about
close to midnight, they head to their latest
discovery.
Codenamed “Four Stairs”, it lies around
a corner of the Golden Landmark Hotel at
Victoria Street. Each individual step of the
stairs rises to about 30 centimetres high,
stretching across the entrance’s plaza and
splitting the space into two levels.
In short: liquid waves.
A few boys queue to try out the obstacle
while others sit around, to enjoy the sight
before them. At this point, King Ming does
a smooth kick-flip transition over the flight
of steps, garnering shouts and whistles from
around.
“It’s all very visual,” says 20-year-old
Ryan Tay. “He’s got it right for now, but the
same feat can’t be repeated. It’s an art that
only he can create at this space and at this
moment,” he says.
“Four Stairs” isn’t just a playground,
it’s guerrilla theatre, a raw treat for the
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eyes. For these boys, skateboarding is
ultimately performance art and the city
is their limitless stage, complete with
props.
Alerted by the thunderclaps
of skateboards hitting the ground,
onlookers pause in their tracks to watch
the boys pounce and throw themselves
through the air. A few of them capture
the action on tape while cheers and
jeers are made for the love of the sport.
“We’re all so different,” Tay says,
“but when we come together, this space
is a home for us all.”

LIKE FAMILY: The
atrium above Dhoby
Ghaut train station
becomes a home for
these boys who all
come from different
backgrounds.

This is a story from a journalism
project, RECLAIM LAND. You can read
other stories and see more photos at
http://reclaimland.sg
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